Mentalizer.org is Live
Mentalizer.org, a new site that will focus on elements of mentalism, is live
July 26, 2017 (FPRC) -- Mentalizer Education, an organization that covers the work of mentalist
Ehud Segev, has introduced another domain name where users can learn more about mind reading
and other supernatural feats. This comes barely weeks after the organization promised that it would
launch a new platform from which it would disseminate information related to body language,
communication, unlocking the powers of the mind, and more.
Ehud Segev is a globally renowned mentalist who was born in the Israeli city of Safed back in 1979.
Ehud is usually referred to as the ‘Mentalizer’, which is short for ‘Mental Analyzer’. Mr. Segev’s
unique talents manifested when he was still a young boy growing up in Upper Galilee. While most of
his agemates spent their days playing outside, Mr. Segev would visit the local library and read books
on mentalism, mind reading, body language, and other cryptic subjects. By the time he was in his
early 20s, Mr. Segev was already a national sensation in Israeli. He appeared on multiple Israeli TV
shows and prime-time TV programs. At one time, he won an exclusive contract with the U.S
Department of Defense, and performed this job so well that the DHS (Department of Homeland
Security) awarded him the EB-1 classification.
Since then, Mr. Segev travels the world, entertaining guests on both private and corporate events.
He has also trained corporate employees on important skills such as communication and body
language. Mr. Segev has often been cited among the most popular mentalists across the world.
Ehud Segev is also the author of two bestselling books, ‘Secrets of the Voice’ and the ‘9 Steps to
Influence’. The first book, Secrets of the Voice, educates public speakers and everyday people on
how they can read the voice, as well as make their own voices more effective. The other book, ,9
Steps to Influence, highlights the fundamentals of mentalism, explaining how people can take
advantage of mentalism to be more effective in their dealings. Both books are available to readers
online via the Amazon Kindle platform. Audio versions of the books are also available via
audible.com.
According to Hannah Tiram, who’s a spokeswoman at Mentalizer Education, the new platform will
serve as a site where fans can learn more about the work of Ehud Segev, as well as study some of
his techniques. The site also features a direct contact form where visitors can directly contact the
mentalizer. Ms. Tiram also said that Mentalizer.org would regularly publish videos on mind reading,
body language, mysticism, and other related topics.
Contact Information
For more information contact Job Marks of Mentalizer Education (http://www.mentalizer.com/)
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